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ANACONDA: lowerin~ a scoop durin, the Mill remodelin,.

BUTTE:

Ma~hinist Bob Stuart work in,

Oft

one of the Leonard hoists.
See picture story on page 9

See picture story on page 4

\

CREAT FALLS: A view of the refinery.

For other Creat Falls v;ews see pa,es 8 and 14.

IN THIS ISSUE:
~,~·
Man With a Pen; Ti,.tte Off; Ot'ler News and Feature

Stories

.

..
Good
•
OldFashioned
Good old-fashioned sweat provides these boys witt. the tools
of war they must hue.

Sweat

MICHTY AMERICA is at the ."d of its "honeymooft1' days in gettiftg set for
this war.
Sure, weire rolli.,g-knockift,
out plaftes, tanks, and guns faster thaft
anybody ever thought we could. But 1942 is still the critical year. And
already we're faced with shortages ift manpower, shortages in transportation, shortages in material.

..

Fortunately there's no shortage of the one thing that will overcome all
obstacles....-cOOD OLD-FASHIONED SWEAT!
American soldiers are paying the price of liberty ift blood.
safe at home have got to pay our share in sweat.
Unceasing, unstinting, grim hard work-it's

Those of

US

up t~ us!

Each man must feel personal responsibility in defeat-personal
responsibility in victory .. Each man must reali%e that his work is killing laps, bombing Cermans, saving the ·lives of our own men. Each man must understand
that the preservation of all we are and all we have depends on the co-ordinated, voluntary effort of all 130,000,000 of us!
The entire Labor-Management War Production Drive is based Oft this
joint, voluntary participation of all Americafts in every walk of life. Work ..
ing together we'll see the iob through t

,

-From a Bulletin of the War Production Board
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This Issue:
WAR

MESSAGE

2

In each issue we want to present some
useful message from some Washington
official or department. In this issue we
hear from the War Production Board.

THE BOYS CO TO TOWN

4

At the East Mill at Anaconda, things
have been humming. Here's where the
construction crews have done an all-out
job in remodeling the mill. This is a behind-the-scenes report of the 'job.

MAN WITH

A PEN

7

Tubie Johnson does a full day's hitch of
work and does good poetry on the side.
We dropped in on Tubie and his family
and got the inside story of this interesting
activity.

Coming on shift at Anaconda

8

REFI NERY

We've had a lot of reqifests for a picture
of Great Falls, as well as some facts about
the big refinery on the Missouri River.
Here's a start on some articles about Great
Falls which we hope will interest you.

UPS AND DOWNS

9

It takes a heap of machinery to get the
skips and cages up and down the shaft.
We sort of figured you'd like to see what
goes on when a big hoist installation is
made.

TI M E OFF

:

:..:

12

Everybody is trying these days to make the
soldier boys as happy as possible. At this
recreation center the lassies of the AWVS
are doing a swell job in making the boys
feel at home.

14

CREAT FALLS GIRLS

The ga'is at Great Falls are really going all
out in their war effort. Not only are they
sticking to their guns in the offices there.
but they are donating their spare time to
helping lick the Axis.

ANOTHER GRAND FLAG

16

This is just a sincere message to all our
readers on the subject of War Bonds and
Stamps. Anaconda has stepped out with a
marvelous record in the purchase of Bonds
and Stamps and the patriotic contest is
on. Are YOU buying your share of Bonds
and Stamps? If not, why not?

PICTURES
Photographs, with the exception of those
on pages 2 and 15. are by R. I. Nesmith

;
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THERO,~S
GotoTown
Production

never slowed down when

construction

the

crews at Anaconda thundered

through with one of the biggest remodeling
jobs in the industry.

As a matter of fact, it

stepped up!

WHEN
Hirohito pulled his sneak punch at Pearl Harbor
last December
7, he didn't realize that he had locked horns
with the construction
crews at Anaconda.
Just three days before, the boys had rolled up their sleeves to tackle the remodeling
of the East Mill of the Copper Concentrator-it
looked like a staggering task for anybody except the construction boys-and
they are now banging through to completion
of the job.
What should keep Hirohito
awake nights is the fact
that, when the remodeling
is finished, the East Mill will have
a capacity of 2,000 additional tons of copper ore every twentyfour hours, and on top of that, some of the old equipment
will be available for handling old tailings.

That's an Akins classifier at the top; at the.bottom.you
see the scoop being lowered to it's proper position.

When the ore comes by train from Butte to Anaconda,
it
is in chunks of various sizes. (Remember
in our last issue,
where Bill Bowling was riding the ore cars into the tipple,
where the cars are turned upside down and the ore dumped
out?)
This are, as most of our readers know, has to be
crushed and re-crushed.
Under the old system, the are after its first crushing
went from the crushed
ore bin to elevators,
from which
it was delivered
into trammels
(a trommel
is a cylindershaped container
with holes in it).
The ore that would go
through
the holes-called
the undersize
ore-was
dropped
into other trammels
with still smaller holes.
The oversize
went back to be crushed again.
It took a numbe.r of trips
through the crushing
rolls and the trommels
before the ore
was ready for the Hardinge ball mills.
The Hardinge bal! mills are. huge pulverizing
machines
A number of heavy steel balls are put into the mill, together
with the are which is scooped up into fhe mill. When the mill
revolves, the steel balls crush the ore still finer. Such ore as
isn't pulverized to a, fine enough degree is separated in a classifier beside the mill and routed through the mill again. When
the ore is finally reduced to the powder-like
form it should be
in, it is sent along to the minerals separation flotation machines
where it is separated
into concentrate
for the smelter and
tailings which is thrown away.
The remodeled Mill simply represents some helpful short
cuts which mean increased
copper production
for the fight
against the Axis. Several of the crushing steps are now eliminated-the
ore goes right from the elevators onto what are
called Tyrock vibration screens.
These screens simply shake
the ore back and forth, in much fhe same way a Forty-Niner
used to pan gold.
The undersize
chunks slip through
the
screen, while the oversize chunks are sent through rolls for
crushing,
to bring them down to smaller size.
When the
chunks are properly reduced they now go to the Hardinge ball
mills, then into what are known as Akins classifiers, and then
on to the flotation machines.
As you can see, there arent
so many steps
the new system as compared to the old.
Since

the

di Herent

,
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operations

involved

are on descending

in

levels

I

'( the ~cre~ns are at the top and th~ flotation machines at .the
.bottom) there was quite a space saved in the East Mill. The
construction crews, however, had to slide the giant ball mills
across the floor and up inclines to new locations, and the new
classifiers were put in beside them. This meant a tremendous job in that the construction crews had to make way for
the passage of the ball mills and to re-set them in their new
Iocations.
Here is where the rope gang (Oscar lanes is foreman)'
really went. to town. The boys knew that production could
not be '~Iowed down by a second, and they were obliged to do
all their work without interrupting the production flow. As a
matter' of -fact, they did their job so well that production
actually increased over much of the period during which they
were working.

~o:

Settmg the huge ball mills into their new places was, of
course, the biggest job; next to that, the installation of the
new Atkins classifiers (you can get a good look at one in an
accompanying photograph) was a tough order. But just have
a look at the pictures shown in connection with this article
where the boys are lowering a scoop into position, and you can
see how big a job these men' had even with a small unit like a
scoop. Don't worry about it, this is big machinery these fellows had to handle.
Our photographer landed on the job as one of the scoops
was being lowered into place. The East Mill is an enormous
building and the roar of the machinery is terrific. It was not
possible for Carney Rustad, who was foreman of the rope gang
on this particular operation, to shout directions to his boys
because nobody could shout loud enough to be heard. But
these fellows pull together so well that each seems to know
just what he is expected to do. When you stand up on a deck
and watch a piece of machinery weighing tons being handled
like a small rubber ball at the end of a string, you get some
idea of how good these boys are at their jobs.
Working with Carney that Claywere several of the boys
whom you probably know. or would like to know. There were
Con McBride, George Finn, Ed Mercer, Joe Maracich, Johnny
Chor, Tom Duffy, Bob Harrington and perhaps one or two

Here's a view of the scoop coming down.

Now you're looking down at it.

Don't get dizzyt

others whose pictures we failed to get or whose faces we
were not able to identify.
(I ncidentally, Johnny Chor and George Finn have gone
into the Army since these pictures were taken and we are
sending along prints of the pictures in which they appear because we thought the boys woul~ like to see them.)
As soon as the machines were set in place, the various
construction men, machinists, iro~ workers and other crafts
flew at the. job of final setting,. and getting the machinery
ready to operate at the earliest posible moment.

,

The important thing about this new construction at the
East Mill is that production was never interfered with while
it was going on. This meant a lot of inconvenience to the
construction crews, but the whole installation was so well
planned in advance that the job went through with the least
possible difficulty. But if it hadn't been for the fine spirit
shown by all the men on the construction crews, who rolled
up their sleeves and tackled this big job with the sale idea of
helping to tum out the materials to lick the Axis, it could
never have been done as quickly nor as well as it was.
When the remodeling is ~ompleted, your reporter and
photographer are going .to make another visit to Anaconda to
show how the finished installation looks. We think you'll be
as interested in it as we are.
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'Man With

~pen.~

I

F YOU ever get an inspiration
for a poem when you're
down in a mine, keep turning it over in your head and jot it
down as soon as you get home.
Not many of us are poets, but
you can take it straight from Tubie Johnson, who has written
many verses, that lots of his inspirations
come to him while
he is on the job.
Tubie (his full name is Hubert Joseph) has turned out
some rattling good verses, according to the testimony of many
of the miners who are his good friends and sincere critics.
He
started writing verses several years ago and has had much of
it published
in magazines
and newspapers.
Tubie, who is 32, was born in Butte and joined the Company in 1927. He says he has always had a fancy for writing
poetry and he has kept plugging away at it during his interest- .
ing career.
He worked summers
for the B" A. 6- P. as a section
jerry while he was in school.
After
leaving
school he
started as a timber trucker at the Leonard; he then went on

REMEMBER

OUR BOYS

By TUBIE JOHNSON

Now beyond vast bodies of uratet
In distant climes across the sea,
An American flag is ever flying
A sacred symbol of our liberty,
Wherever that banner is waving,
On frontiers or white ocean foam,
Remember our own are right there
And keeping invaders from our home.
They pledged their lives to 'defend us
And we workers cannot let them downIn our unity, might and strength lies,
In those efforts, true security found.

Mame Sullivan.
The Johnsons live in Walkerville
with their
three boys,. who are 2, 4 and 7,
He doesn't have much use for the theory that you must
have ideal surroundings
in which to write poetry-he
scorns
the idea of soft lights and quiet.
Tubie does his work on the
kitchen table, sometimes
after the family has gone to bed,
and he has often found it easy to turn out his poetry even
when the kids are romping around,

To battle stations, prepare workers,
Y 00, in factories .r mines or mills,
Keep that war production tolling
All wartime ocdecs must be filled,
Those boys of OUtS, out very own,
Need planes, arms, mechanical mounts.
Work hard the day and have no delay,
Remember every precious second counts.
So unite and pledge to do your job
.
Because the sacrifice made is small
Compared to our boys. way over there
Who ace fighting and giving their all,

Ideas hit Tubie when he is working around the house,
in the mine, or in his yard.
One of his favorites, "The Artist
and I," came to him when he was working in, the yard; he
dropped his hoe and hurried into the house, drew up a chair
to the kitchen table and worked it out in a fairly short time.
This and "Remember
Our Boys" are Tubies favorttes, although
he has done a number of others which he believes are readable,
He is modest about his verse, but, as he explains it, he naturally likes some poems better than others.
Unlike some.
artists, he doesn't wake up to write verse.
He says that if
an idea comes to him during a period of wakefulness
he can
usually remember it when he gets up. Tubie writes his verse,
usually in a rough-draft
form and when he is satisfied with
it he turns it over to his younger sister, Kathryn, who types it
up neatly for him.
He admits his own handwriting
is not so
good-he
has some trouble reading it himself,
But he laughingly reports that his sister once worked at the post office,
where she was trained in figuring out handwritings,
so it is
not hard for her to read what Tubie has jotted down.

a motor and later on to the Tramway as a loader.
tv10re recently Tubie has been a firebug at the Mountain Con, where
he patrols the mine in order to detect any signs of fire.
Tubie has an enviable record as an athlete.
While he
was working
in the mines he developed
an enthusiasm
for
football-he
played in the Independent
League and for several
years played with Dublin Gulch, where he was captain of one
of the teams.
He also played with the Centerville
Hilltoppers.
Hockey
for several years was one of Tubies
chief
pastimes,
Tubie married a Butte girl nine years ago; her name was

Tubie and the boys come off shift:

Joe Babich,

•

,
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Jack Cleary.

Tubie

Johnson

and Dennis

Shea •

Refili~ry
.'

MANY

.

.. ~I

the electrolytic copper refinery and furnace refinery were pUT
into operation.
This made a complete picture, since it was
then possible for the plant to' take the ore and convert it into
finished copper shapes for industrial use.
..
! 4I''''.'

• I ,t 1"('

i

Most readers know that the .physical properties of the
Great Falls plant were taken over by· the Anaconda organization in 1910. In 1916 work was finished on a plant designed
to produce electrolytic zinc and two years later a mill was 'finished for the manufacture of copper rods, wire and cable.
which are made from the refined copper and produced by the
furnace refinery. '
.

J,

people in Butte and Anaconda have worked for ,,'
long periods without ever having seen the Reduction Department at Great Falls. So many requests have come in to us for a
few highlights about the refinery that we decided in this issue
to show you a picture of the Great Falls plant and to give you
a few highlights about it.

Today, through' a gradual reduction in the smelting
operations, Great Falls devotes itself, as ~e have already said.
to copper refining, copper rod, wire and cable manufacture
and electrolytic zinc production.

Naturally, one could not .expect to do justice to Great
Falls in a single page-c-over a period of. many issues we hope
to bring to you the story of Great Falls in an interesting
style, with plenty of pictures to. show how the various operations are carried out.

This may seem difficult for some people in Butte and
Anaconda to grasp without having seen it, but actually it
makes the whole picture much clearer because one is able
now to see that the three locations at Butte, Anaconda and
Great Falls have three separate and dlstinct -jobs to do.

But some of the history of the refinery will be of interest
to workers in all locations; the refinery issues periodically editions of a booklet which tell in -detail, and with interesting
photographs, how the plant itself operates.
This booklet. explains that early in 1891 the Boston & Montana Consolidated
Copper & Silver Mining Company broke ground for a copper
reduction works near Great Falls on the Missouri River. The
works at the time were built to treat ore from the Company's
mines in Butte, yielding copper and small amounts of silver
and gold. In other words, many of the functions of Anaconda
today were performed at that time by Great Falls. Shortly
after its establ ishment a concentrator, rusting furnace and
reverberatory smelting furnace, as well as Bessemer converters
were installed which made it possible for the plant to produce
blistered copper. The following year a blast furnace for the
re-treatment of converter slag was built and in the same year

Just as the operations in Butte and A~ac00Qa break down
into different departments and divisions, according to the
nature of the work, so do they break down in Great Falls.
Thus we have a large electrolytic copper refinery, a furnace
refinery, an anode casting plant: rolling mills and 'rod mills.
the electrolytiC zinc plant with its divisions and other departments, many of which are devoted to supplying necessary materials for carrying on the work at Great Falls.
This, then, is designed to be simply a highlight of the
tremendous Great Falls operation and, as the weeks pass, we
hope to give you a clear and interesting account of this vital
activity at the refinery.

•

,

Ups and Downs
You can take our. word for it that it takes
. a heap o· thinkin· to make the cages and skips

.'

go up and ,

down the mine shaft. Here's how a great job was done on the Leonard hoist.

Y OU may remember, a couple of 'issues ago, we published
an article on the headframe at the Leonard ,Mine. Now we
think you might like to read about the new hoists, which are
the machines that raise and lower the cages and skips. (As
most of you already know, the cages carry the men and mate-'
rials, while the skips bring up the ore.I
The cages and skips a~e attached to large. steel wire
cables which run over the sheave wheels at the top of the
head frame. The cables are carried over idler towers from
headframe to hoist, where they are attached to the drums of
the hoisting equipment. Take a look at the picture at the
top of the page. This was taken a few weeks ago and the
tallest of the idler towers is now completed. At the right
are the two copper-covered hoist houses or engine rooms.
The house at the left contains the main hoist; the other contains the chippy (or auxiliary) hoist.
As in most mines, the chief purpose of the main hoist
is to bring up the ore; the main function of the chippy hoist,
in most mines, is to 'distribute. men and materials. When
this installation is complete, however, and the four compartments of the shaft are in operation, this chippy hoist will also
handle rock as well as men. As you can see, this will increase
the hoisting facilities at the Leonard shaft.
The hoist houses are built of steel, sheeted inside and
out with tar-covered, corrugated iron, surfaced outside with
a thin copper plating. and painted inside. The machinery is'
so heavy that all of it is set on large concrete foundations.
There are two floors in each hoist house, the hoist and
switchboard being on ground level. The switches and generators are in the basement.
The generators convert the alternating current coming
into the plant into direct current necessary to drive the motor

which operates the hoists. The drums on which the c~bles
are wound are attached to a large shaft which is directly connected to this motor.
Anyone visiting the hoist houses should look particularly
at the control panels originated and engineered by W. A
Boyer, electrical foreman in charge of the electrical hoisting
equipment in Butte. These panels are laid out as elementary
wiring diagrams with test points showing on the face of the
panel.
These boards are a good deal like a map, showing the
various electrical circuits.
I f something goes wrong electrically, a tiny light flashes on the board, showing immediately
where the trouble lies. An electrician looking at the board
can tell at once where the trouble is, thus saving perhaps
several hours' shutdown of the machinery.
The panel boards are made of various plastic materials.
The diagrams are actually cut into the plastic with a small
instrument, electrically-driven, that looks like a dentist's drill.
Different colors are painted into this etched map to show the
various circuits.
If you're one of the people who has built his own radio,
you will realize how carefully the large number of circuits
involved had to be handled.
(Take a look at the picture of
Chester Nankervis on the next page and see the number of
wires he has brought to their proper places on this control
panel at the Leonard) .
These hoists are intended to be put into operation in the
near future.
Here at the Leonard hoists the construction
crews for several months have been doing a whale of a job.
Soldiers of construction, they are also soldiers of production,
because they help in a special way to increase the output of a
vital war material-COPPER!

9
•
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Here is John Bird, one of the electricians, finishing the assembly on ...,
1800 horse power D. C. motor. John is one of the labor representatives'
on the labor- Management Committ ...

That's Bob Stuart, machinist who has foJlowed both hoist installations
from tt.e start, giving .. final twist to one of the hoisb up at the Leonard.
Bob Ofte of the genuine experts.

'$

"

Here we have Bob Nelson, Chester Nankervis and Bill Hoskins trimming
the trouble-indicating
panel we told you about in the article on the preceding page.

1'6

Earl Doney, junior drafting engineer of the Electrical Department, cray~
oning in the diagram of control circuits which he has etched on the face
of the board.

e-

,You can get a close-up view of the back and front of the panel in these
two pictures. Chester Nankervis (above) is standing at the back of the
panel where you can see the complex wiring system. Below we see

.iII

Hoskins and Art Boyer (Art is the electrical foreman who originate4
and engineered these control panels) at the front of the board. This ill
the "electrical map" described on page 9.

I'
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All over the country, the gals are pitching in to malie the boys feel at home. Montana is no exception to the rule.

SEPTEMBER 19, 194%

WITH
their feet up on the table a'nd their shoes off, the
men who are going to be Uncle Sam's boys in a few days are
back in school-at
least for a few hours.
In the former
manual training room of the old Butte High School a recreation room for the state inductees has been set up. Here, in
an atmosphere not exactly akin to home but at least where
the boys can relax, they wait to be called.
The first wait is for their physical examination.
During
this the men are nervous and fidgety-spending
most of their
time looking at the picture magazines or just walking up
and down.
After the doctor gives them his O. K., the men have more
time on their hands.
It is then that the letters are written
home to Mom and the best .girl. The inductee tells them
about the exams and the new psychology test that has been
added to the list. He mentions the invitations to dinner and
-to go sightseeing that have been offered by people anxious to
entertain the inductees. After the letters are finished he joins
the rest of his new pals around the piano to do a little close
harmonizing.
There is a great deal of talent among these men. One
future soldier plays the piano by ear. He gathers the rest of
the gang around and they try out the usual list of favorite
songs. Another lad's talents run to poker and he manages
to increase his traveling funds at the expense of some of the
other boys. Checkers, puzzles, and reading run a poor second
to the music and pasteboards.
Stray scratch pads and blotters betray the thoughts of
some of the letter Writers. One message seems to be directed
to the last girl or maybe the last boss of the soldier. The
message reads----:-"I'm going to kill 345 [aps, 1,500 Nazis, and
you, dear." Anotlier slip of paper bears a version of familiar
phrase-"Remember
Peril Harbor"-one
way of saying that
the men realize the danger of their new job, but they intend
to do their part in spite of it.

a

Every man has a woman behind him and the inductees
seem to have attracted quite a following. A little five-yearold girl and her two sisters have taken over the entertaining of
some of the men. The oldest miss assures us that the boys are
"lots of fun to talk to," that they buy the girls "cokes" and
that the soldier boys are really swell. The three sisters are the
daughters of Roy Freeland of the Leonard crew.
ihe men who have been selected represent the. entire
state: Besides the men from the mining 'industries and the
smelting and refining plants, the inductees include men all the
way from cowhands to soda ierkers. At the recreation room
they all get together-and exchange viewpoints and stories. This
is where the boys first get used to the idea of being one big
happy family--each with his own ideas that will be pooled to
get the final result-Victory.
The furniture a~d supplies for this room are the results
of the generosity of the Butte people, In answer to a call for
equipment Father Harrington of the Catholic Welfare Association made possible the donation-of the furniture which came
from the CCC camp at Whitehall. The rest of the furnishings
are gifts of various citizens of Butte. The project has been
handled by the American Women's Voluntary Services assisted
by the Junior League. They are responsible for cleaning and
the general maintenance of the room. The War Mothers of
Butte have lent a motherly hand to the problems and the whole
project has served to bridge the gap between home and camp.
On the left hand page are various views at recreation headquarters where the soldier boys are entertained. On this page
above we see one of the boys sitting with Lexie Hoyem, whose
dad, "Red" Hoyem, is a miner at the Emma. Below we see
another soldier boy visiting with the youngsters of Roy Freeland of the Leonard-the
youngsters are Peggy Ann, Sandra
Lee and Jean Lenette.
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Left to right: Helen Stenehjem,

Doris Johnson, Maxine Sprague,

Lillian Silha, Mildred Monsos; and Jean McReynolds.

I

Meet the Grea't ' Falls Girls

"

Here's part of a team that's helping to beat the Axis both in and out of the office

A

girl doesn't have to wear a Red Cross uniform ~nd drive
an ambulance in order to make a contribution to the war effort. While many girls throughout the country are doing their
bit in factories and jobs to produce the vital munitions of war,
a great number of girls in offices are likewise doing their share.
At Great Falls a cross-section picture of the girls in the
general office reveals that nearly all of them are doing some
work, in one form or another, to speed the war effort outside
of regular office hours. Take Mildred Monsos and Maxine
Sprague for example. These two girls are knitting sweaters and
garments for the Red Cross. They started months ago to contribute to the war effort by doing extra work outside of regular hours in order to make the boys in service comfortable.
Mildred and Jean McReynolds double up on drivingthey realize that there is a rubber shortage and anything that
they can do to conserve this vital material will be of use in the
war effort. Allthe girls in Great Falls are aware of the tire
shortage and are doing everything they can to group their rides
to and from the office.
Classes in fi rst-aid have attracted the attention of several
of the girls in Great Falls. Helen Stenehjem and lillian Silha
have already completed a first-aid course.
With the Course in nutrition now being offered Mildred
as well as several of the other girls is going to take up this interesting and useful subject. Doris Johnson is interested in several other wartime activities.
All the girls in the general oHice are, of course, contributing to the purchase of War Bonds and Stamps on the ten
per cent payroll savings plan. This group includes not only the

girls shown in the- accompanying
picture b'ut several others
who were unable to be photographed. The entire personnel at
Great Falls is proud of the swell job the girls are doing to foster
the effort for victory.

.:

CET A PICTURE OF YOURSELF
WE figure that if a fellow has a picture taken of himself
for publication in COPPER COMMANDO, he wou'~ like
to have a print of it, suitable for framing, for his own use.
COPPER COMMANDO has therefore arranged that,
if your picture appears in any issue of this newspaper,
you may have an 8x 10 enlargement of it without charge
si~ply by writing to COPPER COMMANDO, 112 Hamilton Street, Butte.
Don't be bashful about asking for it--we're
glad to
give it to you. Because the requests go to New York for
handling by our photographic department there, it takes
sometimes as muCh as ten days or two weeks·before we
get the prints back, so don't be disturbed if you have to
wait a little while.
Please be sure to tell us in what issue the picture
appeared, as well as the page number, 50 that we don't
send you the wrong picture.
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More Blows Against Abse'niee-islD

...
'

.

'. 'F'ront row, left to right: Matt Metully, Steward; Nick Tregear, Steward;
'rank Tomich, Leonard; Walter Willard, Leonard. Back row: Ed Bren"an, Steward; John Kochevar, Emma; Pekka Merita, Emma; Thomas C.
McAuley, Emma.

~

STILL more clubs have been swung
against the skulls of the Axis with'
new War Bond awards to workers
who have stayed on the. job. Last
issue we showed three winnersthis time we have several others.
We welcome to the list of July
award winners w:hoare doing their
. bit, in addition to Ernest Tambling,
Thomas Perez and William Koniw
-whom we showed last time, the
following: Fred Williams, Leonard;
John O'Connell, Leonard; Gabriel
Kruzlc, Leonard; E. M. Gittens,
Leonard; Pete Gorsh, Mt. Con;
Bernard Mathews, Mt. Con, and
Nick Scraich, Mt. Con.
We also welcome Matt Metully,

J

Front row, feft to right: Fred Williams, Leonard; John O'Connell, Mt.
Con; Cabriel Krusic, Leonard. Back row: E. M. Cit!ens, Leonard, and
Pete Corsh, Bernard Mathews and Nick Sorich, aU Mt. Con.

steward; Nick Tregear, Steward;
Frank Tomich,' Leonard; Walter
Willard, Leonard; Ed Brennan,
Steward; .John Kochevar, Emma;
Pekka Merila, Emma, and Thomas
C. McAuley,EnJ.Ii,a.
Other winners included Harry
DoHan, High Ore; James John
Maxwel~and Louis Nakwas, Badger
State; William Sauter, Ed Cooke,
John Hofbauer and Ralph Bruno,
Belmont; Ernest Pearson, Frank
McDonald and Earl Fogarty, Anselmo; Pete Needoff, Leonard Heipol, Sam Fischer and B. L. Bowers,
Tramway; William Hopkins, Steward, and Jackie Oassagranda, Timber Framing Plant.

Proper A.ddress~
Please %
SEVERAL people have told us that tftey are not receiving
their copies of COPPER COM MAN DO. Every employee .
of A. C. M. i. entitled to
one and if you are not
receivin, yours, it is pro~bly because our Mail in, list
does ..ot have yo~., proper address.

,et

If you are not receiyin, it, please advise your imMediate boss or Union headquarters Of', better .till, drop
a note to COPPEll COMMANDO, 112 HaMilton Street,
Butte. If you hear .f a"y~
who is ..... receiyinc it tell
hi ... t. do the saMe.

Watch for the next issue-due in two weeks

COPPER COMMANDO
Editorial Offices; 112 Hamilton, Butte, Montana

MR. AND MRS.
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-By Arthur Folwell and Ellison Hoover
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Another
.
.Grand

.

,.

~Iag!

..

'

•

<

T"is picture of the Minute Man Lurgee was taken at the Anselmo Mine in
July. It's a grand flag-what mine will fly her next?'

..

t

..

j

YES SIR, here·s another flag that's worth fighting for. As most
of you have already guessed, it's the Minute Man flag that stamps
the folks in the plant as buyers of War Bonds.
And the race is on. At Anaconda, after a whale of a drive that
brought out the War Bond vote of practically everyone in the
plant, the Trea~ury Department burgee floats from many departments, witness to the fact that the people at the smelter believe
it isn't enough just to move the ore-they've
got to move the Axis
off the earth as well. In Creat Falls and Butte, too, the people of
the copper industry are digging into their pockets regularly to lick
tlie Axis by buying War Bonds and Stamps.

i

B,ut let's not rest on our oars. L;i:"~set aside, regularly, not only
the ten per cent our country' is asking us to contribute, but just
2S much more as we can possibly give.
If we don't save our country now, pretty soon we won't have any
country left to save. So save our country by saving your pennies
an~ dimes and dollars and putting them into War Bonds and
Stamps •

..,
....
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